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Abstract
To parallelize simulations, independent events have to be identified, which can be executed concurrently. The highest level of parallelism is achieved if the number of events identified as independent is maximized. Traditionally, this identification is based on time and location of events, only allowing parallelization if events on the same simulation entity are executed in timestamp order. To increase the level of parallelism, we propose a novel approach investigating another criterion for independence: If two events on the same simulation entity do not access the same data items in a conflicting manner, they can as well be executed in parallel. To this end, we propose static analysis of the model code for data access. To ease this process we develop the simulation language PSimLa similar to C++ but modified where necessary to increase analyzability without removing essential C++ features. First evaluation results show the potential of this approach and increase the confidence that data-dependency analysis can improve future parallel simulation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The demand for simulation of more complex systems in higher degree of detail drives the need for parallel execution of simulation software. The parallelization gain primarily depends on the number of events identified as independent, commonly evaluated on time and location of events using the local causality constraint, which is fulfilled “if and only if each Logical Process (LP) processes events in nondecreasing timestamp order” [3, p.32]. While this guarantees correct results [4], we argue that this is not a necessary condition. Two events can be independent even if their re-ordering violates the causality constraint, if they don’t have data-dependencies. Today, there is only a single approach analyzing data-dependencies at compile time to increase parallel simulation performance [2]. However, this approach does not incorporate the challenging part of analyzing data access by pointers or references, hence it is restricted to a very small domain of models built without pointer or reference access. Hence, it is necessary to develop an approach applicable to Discrete Event Simulation (DES) models implemented in a structured language without removing essential features.

However, certain features of common general purpose languages like C++, especially pointers, do render data access tracking difficult to infeasible [1, 5]. Unfortunately, the huge set of Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs) for parallel simulation does not help solving this issue since neither of them is optimized for static analyzability. Instead, we propose a simulation language similar and compatible to C++, but aiming at increasing analyzability though not removing essential features without providing proper alternatives.

In this paper, we introduce the basic design of our language PSimLa, the current state of our proof-of-concept compiler implementation, and a first analysis approach. First evaluation results show that this approach is promising to speed up otherwise hard-to-parallelize simulation models.

2. THE PSimLa LANGUAGE
We design our DSL PSimLa for data-dependency based parallel simulation as a derivative of C++. To allow implementation of any DES model realizable in a general purpose language, PSimLa must be *Turing complete*. By maximizing *analyzability* the language design aids analyzing the code for data-dependencies. Under this constraint we *optimize execution performance* of the translated programs. To ease model development we use *well-established concepts* where possible and *maintain compatibility* to existing C++-code to enable step-by-step translation of preexisting models.

We base our language on C++ and the simulation elements of OMNeT++, and shape the compilation process in a way that PSimLa programs are first code-to-code translated into C++. During this step we also perform static analysis of PSimLa code for data-dependencies, which we then represent by additional C++ code. By compiling the output with a standard C++ compiler and running it with a modified version of OMNeT++, the provided dependency information can be used to gain additional speedup (see Sec. 3).
module MyMod {
  parameters:
    int myParam;
  gates:
    input myInputGate;
    output myOutputGate;
  private:
    int myInt;
    int myFn(int p1) { return p1-myParam; }
  }

Figure 1: Example PSimLa Module.

For the language syntax, we adopt the building blocks and paradigms from OMNeT++. A Module can be defined similar to a class in C++. It is equivalent to a Simple Module in OMNeT++, hence developers need to implement an event handler and may provide an initialization and a teardown function. Additionally, PSimLa provides the standard syntax elements of C++ like primitive data types, classes, branches, and loops. However, the proof-of-concept implementation of our PSimLa compiler does not yet support every syntax element, but enough features are implemented to provide equivalent alternatives. For example, for loops can be replaced by while loops, changing neither semantics nor complexity. An example Module is depicted in Fig. 1.

The major difference between PSimLa and C++, however, is that PSimLa provides no pointer types, but only references. Under the hood, PSimLa translates references to C++ smart pointers, enabling reference counting and deletion of objects at the end of their life cycles.

3. ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

To investigate the analyzability of PSimLa we implemented a first analysis approach that aims at identifying data-dependencies between events. To this end, we assume that each data item can only be accessed by a single Module at a time. This is a common assumption in Parallel Discrete Event Simulation (PDES), e.g., when a simulation is decomposed into LPs where each LP can only access local data. However, while the local causality constraint [3] forces the events at each simulation entity to be executed in-order, our data-dependency information can help relaxing this constraint without changing simulation results. Hence, a Module can already process a future event even if another event with an earlier timestamp is executed later, finally eliminating too restrictive synchronization barriers.

Our static analysis works in five steps. 1. We identify and categorize events into different types. This allows us to store the derived dependencies on an event type basis, as the concrete event instances are not known at compile time. 2. We track, which data items are accessed by events of the different types. Since different events of the same type might access different data items and the Turing-completeness of PSimLa does not allow to reliably detect, for example, which branch the program flow will take at runtime, we chose to conservatively overestimate the data accesses. This means that two independent events might not be executed in par-